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Abstract

This paper provides a philosophical discussion of Knowledge

Representation [KR], which has become an influential interdiscipli-

nary and technology friendly research field through Artificial Intelli-

gence and Computer Science. While KR appears an increasingly fash-

ionable and subsequently blurred term, it originally emerged out of

genuine meta-theoretical considerations. Subsequently, the reconstruc-

tion of KR's formal, structural and functional foundations should

call for further philosophical evaluation of KR's interdisciplinary and

practical potential. The focus is put on KR's logical and semiotical

roots, both methodologically and historically, whose exposure prove

necessary for a proper understanding and possible criticism of KR's

[technological] applicability. The stipulation of analytical symbol

theory is new in this context, but nevertheless necessary, as only a

more principal semiotic focus may allow an appropriate evaluation

of symbolic intelligence, which has to be considered KR's essence.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge Representation [KR] appears a genuine interdiscipli-

nary research field with strong philosophical roots. Its openness for prac-

tical applications [such as Hotel Reservation Systems and Library Data-

bases, cf. Sowa (2000), 513ff.] results from a methodological link to

software engineering: an agenda to focus on the representation of knowl-



edge from the perspective of technological implementation.

"Computation supports the applications that distinguish knowledge

representation from pure Philosophy" [Sowa (2000), Preface XII].

Another related technical term, "Cognitive Modeling"1  [also called

"Knowledge Engineering"], sharpens this characteristic.

"The disposition, which separates the cognitive modeler from ex-

perimental psychologists, neuroscientists, and philosophers, is the be-

lief that the best way to understand something is to try to build it. The

goal of Cognitive Modeling is to understand the human mind to such a

degree of precision that one could design a computer program that did

the same thing. As a result, cognitive modelers tend to be computer

scientists as well, and are generally well accepted into a larger computer

science field of Artificial Intelligence, whose members share many of the

same methods, if not the same values" [Gordon (2004), 1].

An underlying connection of Philosophy with Computer Science

has thus become epistemologically crucial through Artificial Intelligence

[AI], Cognitive Science and Cybernetics.2  Moor (2002) gives an exten-

sive coverage of "the intersection of Philosophy and computing" entitled

"Cyberphilosophy". And there are even contemporary philosophers who

are active participants in the modeling side of this new bond. Its most

virulent philosophical manifestation can be found in Pollock (1995) with

claims of the "first AI system capable of performing reasoning that phi-

losophers would regard as epistemically sophisticated", called OSCAR

[Pollock (1995), Preface XII]. The program of transforming Philosophy

of Science into "Computational Philosophy" in Thagard (1993a) is an-

other indicator for the aforementioned philosophical heresy. But KR does

not just apply logical tools and computer languages; furthermore it colo-

nizes the old philosophical branch of Ontology. Independent from specific

platforms or implementation issues, computer oriented KR attempts here

to work on a traditionally philosophical task 3 [cf. Simons (2004)]: the

portrayal of the world's basic entities, their systematic specification and

interrelation in terms of a commonsense metaphysics 4, i.e. from the per-

spective of how people think and talk about the world. Additionally, it

should not be overlooked that KR is also concerned with the understand-
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ing of reasoning as a creative discovery process, especially with the emer-

gence of new scientific hypotheses, explanations and theories. Generally,

research into KR comes along with the discovery of knowledge acquisi-

tion techniques [cf. Gaines/Shaw (1995), Sowa (2000), 452-59]. The

investigation into different forms of inference and categorization concen-

trates hereby on non-deductive procedures, which leads to a thematic

overlapping with those philosophical streams that have criticized the nar-

row views of Logical Positivism dominant in the first half of the 20th cen-

tury. In particular, since, as already mentioned, KR seeks distance to Phi-

losophy via software implementation, its systematic preconsiderations tend

to be methodologically closer related with more stringent philosophical

theories. Semiotics is the most obvious candidate here, and it should be

underlined in due course of this article that especially Nelson Goodman's

Philosophy and Theory of Symbols [cf. Goodman (1976)], although hardly

discussed in details by KR theorists, offers philosophical analysis and im-

plicit criticism of fundamental KR issues. This is insofar remarkable as one

main concern of Goodman's theory is Aesthetics and furthermore an in-

terdisciplinary approach to education5, which indicates the interdiscipli-

nary relevance of the methodological principles involved.

A  FRAMEWORK  FOR  THE  DISCUSSION

KR functions mainly as metatheory and methodological founda-

tion of a naturalistic and furthermore technological program with the out-

look to answer traditionally philosophical questions of mind and knowl-

edge by means of experimental research within the methodological scope

of natural sciences.6  Apparently, we face a kind of "naturalistic epistemol-

ogy" here. But such a label provides more distortion than orientation. Ob-

viously, the key concept of [mental] representation distinguishes the re-

search programs under discussion fundamentally from any kind of Behav-

iorism. Furthermore, also the explanatory principles of Evolutionary Epis-

temology are considered insufficient and inappropriate [cf. Thagard

(1993a), 101ff.]. But foremost, the central category of representation is

philosophically disturbing. Philosophers such as Richard Rorty7  have radi-

cally questioned a naive concept of representation, seeing in it a major
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paradigm which has mislead hundreds of years of Philosophy; and it should

be noted that the so-called "linguistic turn" is meant to be explicitly in-

cluded here, although language oriented Philosophy itself had intended to

criticize and limit traditional Philosophy from a radical methodological point

of view, namely the ontological analysis of language. While logico-linguis-

tic Philosophy had often launched a rigorous anti-psychologism, nowa-

days, decades after cognition has become a multi- and interdisciplinary

research field, the philosophical situation seems fuzzy insofar as the now

so-coined "cognitive turn" [cf. Roy (2000)] allows again a speech of men-

tal requisites, stored in the newly furnished mind's inner theater. Linguistics

was the forerunner of this renaissance.

"The basic idea is that knowledge of language involves a system of

rules and representations, of mental computation, linked to the motor and

perceptual apparatus; and that much of this system is fixed and invariant,

just as the essential form and organization of the human body is fixed and

invariant, determined by our biological endowment" [Chomsky/Putnam

(1987), Para. 13].

The paradigm of computation merges so with the concept of representa-

tion to a technological picture of the mind, whose nature is supposed to

provide the operating system for information processing. The following

figure should allow a first orientation.

 SYMBOLIC 
 

             Software 

TECHNOLOGICAL 
 

      Hardware 
 

BIOLOGICAL 

 

   Software? 

KNOWLEDGE / 

RATIONALITY / 

INTELLEGENCE / 

INTENTIONALITY 

REPRESENTATION / 

RECONSTRUCTION 

MODELING / 

IMPLEMENTATION  

    Function                    Realization                     Medium 

      Task  

Figure 1
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REDUCTIONISM  AND  REALIZATION

The technological analogy of the "mind as the software of the

brain" [Block (1995)] is indeed one of the philosophically most contro-

versial issues related to Cognitive Science. It is especially remarkable as it

implies once more a radical program of reductionism, employing the com-

puter analogy to suggest a [biological] hardware performing and material-

izing every aspect of mentality. The digital age rejuvenates so an old mate-

rialistic position by asking the central question involved in terms of equiva-

lence: the man as machine and the machine as man?  And as it always has

been the case with reductionist explanations, philosophers seek reasons

to let the reductionist's attempt appear principally impossible. Note that

reductionists naturally have to say first what they attempt to reduce. Re-

garding Cognitive Science and AI it is exactly this heuristic characteriza-

tion of mental features and abilities where philosophical argumentation

against reductionism can gain ground. For example, Putnam (1975), Block

(1978) and Searle (1984), have outlined now famous principal doubts

that the cognitive modelers understand the key words in the discussion -

intentionality, meaning and reference - properly. Jean Michel Roy summa-

rizes one of the crucial problems as follows.

"Accordingly, I tend to believe that one of the most important chal-

lenges facing the naturalization of intentionalism is not to do without the

notion of representation, but to elaborate a non symbolic notion of men-

tal representation" [Roy (2000), Section 4 Para. 3].

We face here the "symbol grounding problem" [Harnad (1990)]

which opens a path to so-called "non-symbolic AI" with the emphasis on

a more biologically oriented robotics. Contemporary research into "rein-

forcement learning" [cf. Sutton/Barto (1998)] and "intelligence without

reason" [Brooks (1991)] takes a methodological approach which tries to

get in distance to the sole influence of traditional Neumannian computer

theory and its mathematical and logical models. This pre-logical and anti-

computational "bottom up" method is significant as it transposes aspects

of originally philosophical criticism of positivism and logocentrism,
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paradigmatically outlined by Philosophers such as Heidegger, Bergson

and Merleau-Ponty, into an AI research issue.  Furthermore, such a re-

evaluation of AI with a focus on embodied machines and biological or-

ganisms enlightens the Cartesian dualistic nature of traditional AI which

has appeared to replace Descartes' res cogitans simply by a mechanized

manipulation of tokens. But still, since intentionality is aboutness, the con-

cept of representation cannot be easily abandoned. The question regard-

ing symbolic AI and Cognitive Science is then rather if and how their

methodology can overcome the linguistic and semiotic turn. Indeed, a

large portion of thoughts in traditional symbolic AI has to be considered a

genuine logical, semiotic and methodological program [often then called

"Knowledge Representation"] and the cognitive turn of symbolic AI does

not substantially revolutionize the linguistic or semiotic turn at all, although

Cognitive Science makes different theoretical claims [cf. Roy (2000)].

Figure 1 differentiates a symbolic, technological and biological level of

mental manifestation. Ned Block (1995) outlines a hierarchy of such ex-

planatory levels based on a criterion of generality and questions the pos-

sibility of an ultimate bottom.

"This point is so simple, fundamental, and widely applicable, that it

deserves a name; let's call it the Reductionist Cruncher. Just as the syn-

tactic objects on paper can be described in molecular terms, for example

as structures of carbon molecules, so the syntactic objects in our heads

can be described in terms of the viewpoint of chemistry and physics. But

a physico-chemical account of the syntactic objects in our head will be

more general than the syntactic account in just the same way that the

syntactic account is more general than the content account" [Block (1995),

Section 3.3 Para. 6].

The main task for the reductionist is to show that a higher level

can be framed in terms of lower levels. But again, what are the criteria of

success here? How do we first specify the potential of a higher level and

then upon what criteria can we judge that a lower level mirrors that poten-

tial? Of course, every level has to be framed in symbols, mostly verbally

and mathematically, and will need interpretation in order to become a

theory. Note that physical laws appear idealized in mathematical func-
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tions. We do need "bridge laws" [cf. Field (1980), 7-16] to relate con-

stants to "real" things and to interpret variables, but it is the mathematical

part that deals flexibly with quantities. Lower levels of explanation appear

more general in a sense that basic entities are introduced in order to ex-

plain a wider range of phenomena in terms of them by means of functional

interdependence. Lower levels systematize and integrate therefore to a

higher degree; interrelating sciences depends on the possibility of onto-

logical unity. But there lie some interesting structural discrepancies in ex-

planatory hierarchies. Cases of non-isomorphism between terminologies

at different levels have become a highly rated issue since Putman deliv-

ered his famous thought experiment of twin earths [cf. Putnam (1975)]

which tried to challenge cognitive functionalism exactly through higher level

differentiation at the content level, designed to be per definition inexpress-

ible in terms of functionally understood mental states.8  Nowadays, many-

many mappings [cf. Endicott (1998)] and multi-realizibility [see Shapiro

(2000) for a critical discussion] mark key issues in the debate and show

the dominance of structural thinking when it comes to methodological

heurism, analysis and criticism in the aforementioned debates.9

EXCURSION:  SEMIOTIC  CHANNELS

If we look at Figure 1 we find an example of Knowledge Repre-

sentation. It offers not more than an unsystematic oversimplifying chart

[which does not make it inappropriate for a first orientation] by using a

simple representation modus which can be found in various types of me-

dia, especially academic textbooks, and a reader [or better viewer!] with

a certain theoretical background might easily be able to understand as-

pects of its intention, to possibly criticize its general approach, to identify

its shortcomings and eventual failures, but also to discover theoretically

problematic relations and new tasks of inquiry. Given the background

knowledge required, it will usually lead to a rather intuitive process of

interpretation. And even if some reading instructions were added [e.g. as

to the arrows and lines between certain categories, or regarding the dif-

ferent category frames], they would themselves be determined just to such

an extent as they can be related to a certain representation type and inso-
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far as they appear selected from a certain set of representational devices.

For example, we might identify the last thought itself as a variation of

Spinoza's "omnis determinatio ex negativo" respectively the structuralists'

methodological principal of opposition, which could lead to certain paths

of evaluation and criticism not immediately available to someone without

background knowledge. Although KR does usually not deal with typologies

of such general methodological principles, it is principally its stance to

make background knowledge explicit for certain areas [stimulated ex-

actly by the aforementioned goal of computational implementation] and to

establish a meta-theory of logical constellations and symbolic devices.

The methodological core point is here the examination of tools for de-

tailed reconstruction, systematization and step-by-step reasoning for a

representation of certain fields of knowledge, designed to possibly over-

come or clarify any "jumping" intuition.

If we analyze Figure 1 as an example of symbolization, we recog-

nize its use of different dash styles to outline some differences in catego-

ries and relations among them is purely random. Indeed, the relevant dif-

ferences could be marked in many other ways [e. g. by means of colours]

or we could easily just exchange dash styles without any loss of expres-

sion. There might be some psychological considerations governing such

choices, but the basic semiotic task of differentiating does not depend on

any material here. Now consider the following drawing as an attempt to

sketch the anthropological difference between Chinese and Western medi-

cine:
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Figure 2

Apparently, the way of making the difference is relevant here: the

dynamic lines shall symbolize energetic flow and the dotted lines fragmen-

tation. Remember that linguists consider language to be arbitrary. Syntac-

tically there is no difference between "syntax" and "syntax" and, from a

semantically extensional view point we can refer to the same things with

the English adjective "beautiful" as we do with the German "schön". In

contrary, drawings like those in figure 2 depend essentially on their ap-

pearance. While their resizing or colouring would not spoil the message, a

change of line style definitely would. Goodman (1976) has elaborated an

analytical symbolic theory employing an integrated technical terminology

for the analysis and description of such symbolic facts. He applies the

method of abstraction to formulate syntactical and semantic criteria based

on the logical concepts of equivalence and relation. Specific combinations

of these criteria result in the general distinction between notational, verbal

and pictorial symbolic systems [cf. Goodman (1976), 127-173]. Figure 3

illustrates the main idea of the aforementioned differentiation regarding

symbolic systems and, moreover, gives a simple example of how a switch

between semiotic channels, as I call it here, can be understood.

                        DENOTATION 

flow                            fragmentation 

EXEMPLIFICATION 

any person 
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Figure 3

In Goodman's terminology [cf. Goodman (1976), 3-95 and 127-

57 for details], the representations exemplify "flow" and "fragmentation",

while they both denote a person. Unlike the different marks "a" and "a",

which belong to the same character  regardless their font style, the two

marks in figure 3 make two different characters if they belong to certain

pictorial scheme. It has to be emphasized, that no intrinsic property lets

them function in that way. We could incorporate the same marks in a

verbal scheme and thus make them syntactically equivalent. We just need

to "see" them as members of the same equivalence class collecting marks

like "person", "person" etc. Although such a mix of pictorial and phono-

logical alphabets would be rather impractical, the following sentences could

be syntactically equivalent in a non-standard scheme:

[1] Every 

 

 struggles for life.

[2] Every 
 

 struggles for life.

[3] Every person struggles for life.

The second marks [as all others taking same positions in the afore-

mentioned sentences] are fully interexchangable, since, if they function

relative to a verbal syntactical scheme, they belong to one and the same

character.  The graphologist is apparently going the same path we have

described in the opposite direction. He takes the handwriting of a person

as a scheme whose pictorial properties are supposed to exemplify certain

personal characteristics. Generally, a swift of [or oscillation between]

semiotic channels constitutes a basic procedure in the arts and seems to

be a radical move of symbolic intelligence, leading to possible epistemo-

logical innovation, transgression or even subversion. This is insofar re-

markable in this context as research fields surrounding AI seem to be

solely task oriented and tend to overlook even in their definitions of intel-

ligence any kind of symbolic freedom, most generally, interpretative flex-

ibility at the level of symbolic channels themselves.
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ABSTRACTION  AND  FUNCTIONALISM

The differentiation between notational, verbal and pictorial syn-

tactic schemes can be seen as a further reaching consequence of the well-

known use/mention distinction. And the philosophically most striking

manifestation of this distinction has been in Arithmetic. As there seems to

be an obvious difference between numerals and numbers, e.g. "2" and 2,

the almost unavoidable question is: What are these numbers? Or more

specific: What kind of entities are they? Frege radically opposed the

Psychologism of his time and located numbers in a "third realm" of [ab-

stract] entities [cf. Frege (1884)]. According to Frege, numbers can nei-

ther be psychological entities like ideas nor the (physical) numerals them-

selves. Numbers and their properties [e.g. the property of the cardinal

number one to remain identical when multiplied by itself] should be under-

stood both transpsychological and transsemiotic. Their objectivity is so

supposed to be predetermined. This kind of mathematical Platonism has

been widely attacked in the 20th century by Nominalists [cf. Field (1980),

Gosselin (1990) and Burgess/Rosen (1997)]. A comparison of abstract

entities like numerals with terms referring to material objects, such as

"house", enlightens the obvious difference. For instance, houses are not

just fundamentally distinct from the term "house" but from "house-idea" as

well, since - as simple as it is - we can perceive them. Material objects are

open to ostensive definition, abstract ones are not. Of course, this is not

more than common sense ontology; still, it is this difference which consti-

tutes one aspect underlying endless philosophical comments about the

ontological status of abstract entities. But in the kaleidoscope of 20th cen-

tury Philosophy we can recognize certain attempts to overcome such on-

tological foundation problems by replacing them with more functional and

constructive approaches.  Indeed, Functionalism has been a key word in

Cognitive Science as well, designed to replace strict Physicalism.

"Functionalism has three distinct sources. First, Putnam and Fodor

saw mental states in terms of an empirical computational theory of the

mind. Second, Smart's "topic neutral" analyses led Armstrong and Lewis

to a functionalist analysis of mental concepts. Third, Wittgenstein's idea

of meaning as use led to a version of functionalism as a theory of mean-

ing, further developed by Sellars and later Harman" [Bock (1996), Para. 2].
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In a broader philosophical context, Ernst Cassirer's differentia-

tion between substance and function [Cassirer (1994)] has to be added

to this list. Remembered should be especially the German Philosopher

and Mathematician Paul Lorenzen who developed a "constructive" ap-

proach to mathematics which explains Arithmetic in an operative way of

building a numeral system and furthermore, explains basic logic opera-

tions in the form of dialogues where the two sides hold, challenge and

defend certain assumptions [cf. Lorenzen (1974a), (1974b) and (1987)].

The foundation problem - ontological or axiomatic - is here supposed to

be replaced by the questions how numbers and logical operators are in-

troduced, learned and become elements of certain operational proce-

dures. Functionalism and Operationalism explain equivalence as the po-

tential of symbols to play an identical role and to allow specific moves

whereas the tokens' intrinsic properties have no relevance and ontological

considerations no priority.

LOGIC AND COMPUTATION: THE FORMAL PARADIGM

The recovery of a now naturalistic Psychologism and Rationalism

in computational terms makes it worth to focus on the logical roots of

computation, since Logic has widely been considered to provide a genu-

ine example for a normative discipline, which causes a certain theoretical

tension. At this point, Philosophy has to be recalled once more as meth-

odologically a priori and self-reflexive [or, in the significant and specific

sense of Kant, as transcendental]. This so described status of Philosophy

happens namely to be purified in the Vienna Circle's radical and rigorous

attempts to reduce Philosophy to logical syntax and of Wittgenstein's con-

clusive program to cut back the area of "Philosophy" to logical space and

its possibilities in his Tractatus [Wittgenstein (1961)]. Such purification

has its price: Philosophy now turns into a logico-linguistic theory of syn-

tactical architecture. The a priori conception of Philosophy only survives

in the normative determination of the combinatorial power of certain logi-

cal and axiomatic frameworks, i.e., the clear distinction between gram-

matical and ungrammatical expressions, and the classification of the former
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along the lines of metalogical concepts like analyticity, tautology, contra-

diction, etc. Kant's synthetic judgments a priori, the last genuine rational-

istic heritage in modern epistemology, had vanished. But much more is

involved here: Since there are different frameworks possible, "a priori"

appears to be comprehensive solely relative to a systematic language.

Wittgenstein and Carnap found in the new logic of Frege and Russell a

powerful prototype, but already Carnap had to emphasize a transethical

logical tolerance: "In Logic there are no morals"10.  And Wittgenstein im-

pressively refused the ultimo ratio of his own Tractatus by turning his at-

tention to an unlimited space of ordinary language games [cf. Wittgenstein

(1956)]. Also Tarski, who contributed extensively to the theory of deduc-

tive systems, sees logic as a matter of choice, foremost of the concept of

inference itself [Tarski (1956), 409]11. Nowadays, in times where there

are much more logical systems than members in a comprehensive set of

axioms, logic appears to be merely a flexible instrument and tool, some-

times even as - fruitfully - fuzzy. Thus, the originally narrow and most

general field of formal logic enforces now a choice [cf. Lewis (1923)],

depending on the Logician's goal oriented decision. With this signature it

possibly becomes preferable to speak of norms, rules and axioms and

leave the a priori to the historian of Philosophy. The old debates about a

final justification of a definite starting point seem fruitless. But it should be

kept in mind that Quine's famous attack of the analytic-synthetic distinc-

tion [Quine (1951)] was meant to abandon any conception of a "prima

philosophia" but not construction and definition as necessary scientific tools.

It is definitional transgression that performs the crucial step here. If we

give up any a priori knowledge - innate, by intuition or through any neces-

sary reasoning - how should we start a systematic construction of a cer-

tain framework? Or better: Which kind of criteria could justify the initial

step?  For example, ontological constructivism takes pure deductive logic

as its role model and examines tools for a construction of different onto-

logical systems. The first chapter of Goodman's seminal work "The Struc-

ture of Appearance" gets immediately involved with the question of how

the accuracy [not adequacy!] of definitions could be tested and in an

elaborated argument Goodman shows that solely a structural criteria12

can provide necessary and sufficient conditions - recalling implicitly the

Vienna Circle's discussions about "structural properties" [cf. Carnap
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(1967a), para. 11-15, Schlick (1986), 190ff. and critically Waismann

(1976), Chapter XII and XIII]. Together with its relatives, "syntax" and

"structure", "formality" gets so the touch of (ontological) neutrality. Con-

cerning Carnap's "The logical structure of the world", which applies the

modern logic of relations to the construction of an ontological system,

Michael Friedman emphasizes the search for "a peculiarly philosophical

vantage point that is neutral with respect to all traditional metaphysical

disputes" [Friedman (1987), 525]. The so emerged ontological neutrality

becomes even more obvious with Nelson Goodman's further step in "The

Structure of Appearance" [Goodman (1977)], where different ways of

ontological constructions are investigated.

Quine's methodological emphasis of a "semantic ascent", outlined

in the last paragraph of his famous Word and Object [Quine (1960)],

cannot be overlooked here. Especially Quine's references to Carnap are

interesting, as Quine builds his semantic ascent on the distinction between

the formal and material mode of sentence construction. The main idea,

similar to the switch from an object- to a metalanguage, the turn into the

mode of speech about instead in a language, allows, through the medium

of quotation, to get rid of ontological burden. It might be unknown, what

entity "mile" refers to, but it is safe to state "'A mile' is true of the distance

between the house and the main road", to expand Quine's example. Ob-

viously, such a way out becomes especially urgent if we accept a theory of

ontological commitment. "The more formality, the less ontological debate",

seems to be the philosophical slogan. For the philosopher there is no

vantage point outside the conceptual scheme, says Quine.  But it is re-

markable that semantic ascent should provide mediation between con-

ceptual schemes.

"The strategy is one of ascending to a common part of two funda-

mentally disparate conceptual schemes, the better to discuss the dispar-

ate foundations. No wonder it helps for Philosophy" [Quine (1960), 272].

It is this potential of mediation respectively clarification concern-

ing different languages and theories13, which seems to make the step to

the formal mode philosophically relevant. Quine's methodological strat-

egy has been criticized [cf. Willas (1983)], and indeed, the methodologi-
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cal emphasis of different linguistic levels seems at least misleading, as it

suggests a higher level of also higher ontological "security". But linguistic

clarification has no expressible starting point or halt. What remains is a

position of semantic clarification as structural adaptation, to which I will

come back at the end of this section.

The formal paradigm has had an enormous influence to Western

thought in many areas [cf. Agazzi (1994)], but it has been the field of logic

where "formality" found its purest expression. After the foundation crisis

of mathematics at the beginning of the 20th century the answer to striking

logical questions has been pushed back to a distinctive metalevel, which is

concerned about the completeness, consistency and decidability of logi-

cal systems. This happened pretty early: Gödel's famous incompleteness

proof [Gödel (1931)] came out just three decades after Russell confronted

Frege's ambitious project of transforming Arithmetic into Logic with dev-

astating antinomies [cf. Russell (1902)], and subsequently also Russell's

and Whitehead's ingenious superstructure, Principia Mathematica [Russell/

Whitehead (1925)], lost its universal explicitness: Since then, David Hilbert's

ideal of a pure formalistic foundation of mathematics has had to be con-

sidered principally impossible. But Gödel's proof does not just awake us

from the dream of comprehensive universal axiomatic systems; it further-

more exemplifies a procedure how to perform such a devastating proof.

And since Gödel turned metamathematical proofs into algorithmic calcu-

lation, they could play a role model for the theory of computing, i.e., in

mechanical procedures performing "intelligent" tasks. The famous Turing

Machine, more an analogy than a machine actually, was the first famous

computational output of the metalogical input. Logic as a formal system

has so become the paradigm for intelligence and cognitive technology.

Expanded to a panformalism and pancomputationalism, this reads like the

following:

"If any formal system can be explicitly mechanized as a Turing Ma-

chine, so can any actual machine nervous system, natural language, or

mind in so far these are determinate structures. Number objects and for-

mal languages [and their interpreters and interpretations] only reach stable

specification within fully mechanized procedures…This suggests that

the rest of our world and natural languages ….require understanding of

the analogous sorts" [Leiber (1991), 57-8].
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As far as formal systems determine rule governed actions - the

formation and transformation of expression on the base of a stock of

symbols - they allow technological implementation. Unsurprisingly, Gödel's

metalogical results have been debated extensively within AI and Cognitive

Science; they methodologically originate but also principally limit the com-

puter analogy of the mind, giving again a certain support especially to the

concept of intuition [cf. Sullins (1997)].  Mathematics appears a sophisti-

cated exploration of structural possibilities which, regardless of its bound-

less inventions [or findings?], builds upon the basic operations of differen-

tiation, abstraction and identification. As such, formal thinking is univer-

sally involved in any kind of intellectual activity. Of course, the mind is

supposed to do more than moving tokens. Interpretation [inclusive trans-

lation], reference and intentionality are philosophical key issues. Natu-

rally, the question "What is meaning?" cannot be answered formally. Like

other sorts of general "What-questions", it might not be possible to an-

swer it at all. Interestingly enough, specific semantic clarification is formal.

In a large part of analytical Philosophy, from the analysis of ostensive

definition14  and its status to investigations into necessary and sufficient

conditions for term definition, from the analysis of quotation, translation

and interpretation to holistic theories of meaning, the core explications

have always come along formal and structural lines. Especially compara-

tive examples given for the inscrutability of reference, conceptual relativity

and ontological indeterminism appear to be understandable just in case

that they can generate functional mappings. Note that Wittgenstein's fa-

mous and highly controversial private language argument [cf. Wittgenstein

(1978), Sections 244-71] heads into a direction where any reference to

an individual inner sphere is absorbed by the force of public language,

whose rules and grammar are supposed to solely determine the "meaning"

of even psychological and mental predicates.

Formal sciences create semiotic possibilities and variability of ex-

pression, but not [empirical] knowledge.  Experience results in a selection

of certain semantic vehicles and their evaluation as "true" and "right". Without

an understanding and interpretation of the symbols we use, if lacking the

external source of experience, such a selection process would be bound-

less. Still, articulation and communication of knowledge, its interpretation,
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criticism and evaluation in two or more minds' communication depend on

structural characteristics which could be paraphrased solely within formal

semantics.15  Indeed, it is important to realize that formal semantics builds

a structure which can itself be seen as purely syntactic and does therefore

not provide any intentionality respectively identification of entities.16  In

other words, the so-called interpretation of symbols, by means of a spe-

cific function that assigns values, results simply in new logical relations

between these symbols. The interpretation of such relations as being se-

mantic is a supposition not intrinsic to formal semantics. "Formal Seman-

tics" appears an oxymoron and exemplifies so the ambivalent status of

formal thought in meta-theorizing - especially if we evaluate such a pan-

formalism as the strongest ground of mediation between different linguistic

and semiotic expressions [foremost in terms of declarative speech].

As formal sciences define more and more methods and strategies

of reasoning, the pressure of choice, and therefore of responsibility, has

grown. Generally, if we understand how we are doing something, we can

also do it differently. And that is the philosophically crucial point here. As

machines should learn how to think, humans might ask: how should we

[they] think?17  The progress of disciplines like KR makes this question

virulent at the methodological level. And regardless of our final stance, we

should be committed to know what our possibilities are. Maybe that is a

formal requirement for culture, for which scientific communities play a role

model: not to be necessarily differentiated but to be differentiating to the

highest possible degree.

POSTSCRIPT:  NON-DEDUCTIVE  KR  TOOLS

Detailed and instrumental examination of rational tasks and the

exploration of possible modes of their reconstruction make KR a genuine

research program. Somehow untouched by principal and skeptical philo-

sophical debates, there is a commitment to a more step-by-step experi-

mental program which simply tries to go as far a possible in the analysis

and [technological] mimicry of human capacities. In a certain sense KR

can be understood to prolong the old tradition of a search for a proper

"ars inveniendi", reflecting in many aspects the philosophical disputes con-
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cerning the status of an "ars demonstrandi" and a theory of categories

paradigmatically outlined by Aristotle and Kant. But the influence of ad-

vanced Logic and Mathematics as well as computer technology - com-

bined with a new methodological tolerance - certainly makes an enor-

mous difference in theory building nowadays. In the context of this article

the following characteristics of this development have to be underlined.

. The paradigm of deduction as the purest form of inference,

still dominant in the first half of the 20th century, has not just

been supplemented by intensive research into a theory of in-

duction and probability, but furthermore a third concept, ab-

duction18, has drawn attention to theorists [cf. Wirth (1998)].. The field of deductive logic itself has opened up a wide area

of very heterogeneous formal systems, designed as logical

tools with different sets of axioms and enriched with opera-

tors to allow for an analysis and [re-]construction of genu-

inely extralogical areas of human speech and thought.. Non-monotonic formalisms, defeasible and prima facie rea-

soning have been addressed to give a more realistic picture of

actual human rationality, allowing furthermore the speech of

degrees of justification [cf. Pollock (1995)].. Soft computing has become the key word for an approach in

software design and controlling which allows tolerance for

imprecision and uncertainty. The main techniques are here fuzzy

logic, rough set theory, artificial neural networks and proba-

bilistic reasoning.. A re-discovery and development of conceptual logic has taken

place after modern Predicate Logic since Frege had focused

primarily on sentences and functions. Categorization19, con-

cept maps and conceptual hierarchies have become the sub-

ject of intensive investigation and appear often linked with

methods in Computer Science such as frames, databases,

ontologies and conceptual modeling tools [cf. Thagard (1993),

13-33, Sowa (2000), 51-205 and 408-452].. Non-verbal symbolic systems, from diagrams to artistic nota-

tion, have been investigated in analytical and logical terms,
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showing their epistemological value and relevance [cf.

Goodman (1976)].20

Someone may miss Ethics in this list. It well could be included if we agree

with an often forgotten implication of the Vienna Circle's scientific pro-

gram. Referring to one of its members, Elisabeth Nemeth gives the fol-

lowing paraphrase of what science and its methodologies could teach us

beyond science:

"At this point we see more clearly why Frank believed that

science…might even strengthen the belief in the validity of values. It can

be experienced and habitualized as a form of social practice which en-

ables us to reformulate not only theoretical but also moral claims in a

changing world. And we can see what Philosophy of science could con-

tribute to the public vision of what the pluridimensional cultural project is

all about. It could intervene in the public discourse by demonstrating

that the capacity for integrating new experiences into any social practice

is determined at least by three factors: first by the willingness of the

acting people to analyze the logical framework of their claims and to

define the meaning of concepts by their "observable consequences";

second by the constructive power which is needed for the creation of a

new, an enriched language, capable of describing "a new stock of facts";

third by the preparedness of people to "relativise" their own standpoint

in order to contribute to the enrichment of our experience" [Nemeth (2003),

last para.].

ENDNOTES

* Doctoral Degree in Philosophy from the University of Vienna. Master

Degree in both Philosophy [University of Vienna] and Piano Pedagogy [Vienna

University of Music and Performing Arts].
 1 Object modeling languages such as UML, Z and Alloy are, for instance,

technologically motivated conceptual modeling tools whose expressive features

and differences are also philosophically relevant [cf. Jackson (1999) for an

illustrative introduction].
2 KR has become a fashionable and fancy term which has lost power to

describe any clearly defined and specifiable subject matter. While it happens to be

applied in various academic disciplines, the discussion about its philosophical

foundation has broadened to such an extent that it covers almost everything that

has been a philosophical key issue. Paradigmatic publications such as Sowa (2000),
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Thagard (1993a) and Pollock (1995) seem to result from ambitions almost compa-

rable to traditional Systematic Philosophy and in clear distinction from spot analy-

sis as it had been the favor of many 20th century analytical philosophers. At the

other hand, "Knowledge Representation" is widely used in concrete scientific

research and plays so a dominant role in reflections on research methodology as

the representation modus naturally effects data interpretation. For example, Vamos

(1995) discusses in a comparative article the so-called pattern method as to com-

pletely heterogeneous research fields: early brain development dysfunction, a

sociological-legal project and a study of economic patterns. Moreover, manage-

ment theories are highly concerned with knowledge creation, representation and

transfer (cf. Boland 2001). This article concentrates solely on more logical, philo-

sophical and semiotic aspects.
3 The large-scale CYC project is the most outstanding example for the

described ontological orientation in Computer Science [cf. http://

www.opencyc.org].
4 Strawson (1959) famously outlined a "descriptive metaphysics" [in op-

position to a "revisionary metaphysics"] in a Kantian tradition which can be seen

sharing some principal assumptions with domain and database oriented ontolo-

gies. Especially the opposition to logically and scientifically more sophisticated

world views, accommodating neither common sense nor user friendly applica-

tions, let the aforementioned approaches appear related. Still, ontologies designed

for information technology differ from Strawson's project fundamentally by their

degree of systematization and specification.
5Nelson Goodman is well-known for his philosophical work, which is in

larger parts abstract and technically demanding, while it is often overlooked that

he founded the so-called Project Zero in 1967 as a Harvard University Graduate

School of Education Research Associate. This project has been continued until

today with the "mission to understand and enhance learning, thinking, and cre-

ativity in the arts, as well as humanistic and scientific disciplines, at the individual

and institutional levels" [cf. http://www.pz.harvard.edu].
6The replacement of philosophical cosmology by [extraterrestrial] phys-

ics gives us an impressive example for such a transformation of a "philosophical"

branch. But regarding this case we can question, if e.g. the Pre-Socratics really did

Philosophy at all and not merely protoscience instead. Aristotle definitely was a

universal scientist and an outstanding philosopher too, just to mention one ex-

ample. On the other hand, also many great scientists have made paradigmatic

philosophical contributions, notably in modern times, when Philosophy was al-

ready an isolated academic discipline. Thus, however we write intellectual history,

an understanding of Philosophy as science in a primitive stage and therefore as

something that has to grow up in order to become a real science seems rather ill-

founded. Philosophical reasoning about new paradigms in science has often re-

flected back to the self-definition of Philosophy. And Philosophy questions even

the most fundamental suppositions of extremely advanced sciences, as e.g. in
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case of modern physics the ontological status of the whole mathematical appara-

tus employed, expressively numbers, classes and functions. The fact of being an

integrated part of empirical or applied sciences should therefore not mislead an

evaluation of modern research fields like KR.
7For a comprehensive overview of Rorty's standpoint see his two retro-

spective essays in Rorty (1992), 361-374.
8The observation of how his argument works is of interest independently

from the question if we consider Putnam's "Externalism" a comprehensive philo-

sophical standpoint.
9This is not new in Philosophy influenced by Logic and Mathematics.

Carnap spoke of a "Spielraum" [combinatorial space] regarding the truth value

distribution in sentential logic, and combinatorial logical possibilities always emerge

when we reflect on cognitive principals and reconstruct them in a structured way.

Indeed, combinatorial thinking and epistemological innovation are linked; in this

context, especially Leibniz' treatment of an "ars inveniendi" within a broad "mathesis

universalis" has to be recalled. For a radical structural Ontology see Dipert (1997).
10For a better understanding, here is the full passage: "In logic there are

no morals. Everyone is at liberty to build up his own logic, i.e. his own form of

language as he wishes." [Carnap (1937), 52]
11For a differentiated discussion of logical tolerance see Restall (2002),

who refers to Tarski and especially Carnap to distinguish his own specific plural-

ism concerning the concept of logical consequence.
12A very interesting concrete manifestation of a methodological isomor-

phism similar to Goodman's structural and ontologically neutral criterion of defini-

tion can be found in Churchland (1998), 11f.
13It has to be remembered, that it was the "linguistic turn" which had led

to the marketplace of semantics for a discussion of ontological issues. And in the

pretty secure corner of extensionality the only issue to worry about is reference.

Since this spot is mainly occupied by physicalists, materialists and/or nominalists,

the theoretical challenges are easily identified: Besides terms that supposingly

refer to abstract entities those with null-extension, especially fictious ones, appear

puzzling. Over the last hundred years many strategies to deal with these theoreti-

cal difficulties have been applied. Paradigmatically, the main forerunners are here

Frege's contexuality principle [cf. Frege (1884)] and Russell's famous theory of

descriptions [Russell (1905)] using existential quantification to incorporate exten-

sionally empty expressions into [false] sentences, while the relation of identity

allows to safe singularity in definite cases. The problem of direct reference disap-

pears as we solely have to determine truth values of whole sentences. Of course

there is still the questions how to deal with verification, how to determine single

propositions. After the logical positivists' attempt to root all our [scientific] knowl-

edge in pure protocol language had failed, Holism has gone one step further and

raised the problem of reference and verification to the level of whole different

theories and languages. And once we reach this top level, the question is how the
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speech about different conceptual schemes is comprehensive at all. Davidson

rejects the idea of conceptual pluralism. He writes: "…we must say much the same

thing about differences in conceptual scheme as we say about differences in

belief: we improve the clarity and bit of declarations of difference, whether of

scheme or opinion, by enlarging the basis of shared [translatable] language or of

shared opinion. Indeed, no clear line between the cases can be made out" [Davidson

(1973-74), 20]. Davidson's "shared language or opinion" seems again just compre-

hensive if we understand such a common pool as formal congruence, a kind of

isomorphism at the end.
14Ostensive definition constitutes a philosophical challenge to any kind

of pure structuralism. Indeed, many philosophers have emphasized its semiotic

character and necessary mediation. Already Hegel gave in his famous "Phenom-

enology of Spirit" (1977) a lucid examination of "Sense Certainty". In the 20th

century it was Wittgenstein who gave ostensive definition a linguistic turn in the

opening passages of the so-called Blue Book [cf. Wittgenstein (1974)].
15If somebody - let's call him Mr. Hook - labels a whale "fish", you could

say his general terms "fish" and "mammal" differ in meaning from the standard

usage in Biology. But how could the difference be clarified and determined? Is Mr.

Hook applying the simple universal sentence "Every animal of a certain shape and

living in water is a fish" and still believes in a fundamental difference between

fishes and mammals as to reproduction? Is he aware that whales have mammary

glands with which they nourish their young? If so, why it this not reason enough

for him to classify a whale as a mammal? How would Mr. Hook classify dolphins?

Normally it would not be difficult to find out wherein the difference between Mr.

Hook's and the Biologist's categorization lies. But the only path of investigation is

the path of formal semantics, i.e. the identification to which entities a term is

supposed to apply by testing how it is related to other terms considered relevant.

The clarification process involves usually just a small part of concepts. For ex-

ample, it might not refer to the fact that mammals and fishes show differences in the

neuronal connectivity pattern of the olfactory bulb. A Biologist might try to clarify

Mr. Hook's understanding just by pointing out that whales breathe air, are warm-

blooded, breast-feed their young and have some hair, all characteristics typical for

mammals in standard Biology. The closure and scope of conceptual [or belief]

clarification and mutual adaptation in a dialogue of two or more minds depend

finally on rather pragmatic reasons. But during the process of mutual understand-

ing and clarification, regardless the actual point when we feel satisfied with the

result, there is not more to do than exploring the relationships a term yields to

others.
16As far as formal semantics is logical, the following characteristic of

Logic has to be kept in mind "Logic does not deal with specific men or animals; it

can apply to individuals if they are members of a class, but it can actually mention

them only as members, not as individuals. We cannot say in logic , 'Reynard killed

a lamb' meaning by 'Reynard' an individual known by personal acquaintance, we
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can only say  [   x] : x is named Reynard and x killed a lamb. But this tells us only

that at least one member of a class is named Reynard, and has killed a lamb. It still

leaves us with 'at least one' not with 'this one'. The fact, that this fox killed a lamb,

that this is Reynard, goes beyond the sphere of logic; it requires sense-experience,

to furnish a specific individual to which one may point", Langer (1967), 113. Even

if we added an identity clause here to secure singularity [[y]: if y is named Reynard

and y killed a lamb then y = x] we still could just express "one and just one" and not

"this one".
17The area of formal ontology is a good example for the elaboration of

choices.  A metatheory has been established that creates a comprehensive typol-

ogy of various ontological constructions and principals [cf. Armstrong (1989) for

an introduction]. The different formal ways of interpreting the relation between

particulars and universals show in a paradigmatic way that at the level of common

sense and ordinary language an ontological theory hardly can be finalized.
18The concept of "abduction" was introduced by Charles Sanders Peirce

and it is remarkable that philosophers in the German-World find in it a link to

thoughts related to German Idealism. For example, the Austrian philosopher Kurt

Walter Zeidler compares in this respect Peirce with Hegel [cf. Zeidler (1990)].
19Categorization plays a central role in Nelson Goodman's Theory of Sym-

bols and Epistemology, a theme which interestingly began with his famous "new

riddle of induction" [cf. Goodman (1983)].
20Although there might be principal limits to the program of a naturaliza-

tion and technological implementation of "human" intelligence and intentionality,

a comprehensive reconstruction of how different intelligent tasks could be under-

stood has definitely epistemological value and offers furthermore a useful reper-

toire of analyzing, organizing and creating knowledge. Moreover, achievements in

KR could notably contribute helpful tools to enhance didactics and communica-

tion.
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